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Tuesday, November 12 of 2019

MESSAGE FOR THE VIGIL OF PRAYER FOR PEACE IN THE NATIONS RECEIVED IN CALI, VALLE
DEL CAUCA, COLOMBIA, TRANSMITTED BY MARY, ROSE OF PEACE, TO THE VISIONARY FRIAR
ELÍAS DEL SAGRADO CORAZÓN DE JESÚS

The red dragon has left his abyss and, with his wrathful tail, he hits the regions of the Earth in order
to drag as many souls as possible.

But the dragon also moves the stars of the sky, which makes them fall into the great abysses.

His fury and anger are because he knows there is little time left for him.

Therefore, the dragon, which is the idol of some representatives of the nations of the Earth, believes
he has all peoples and nations of the world under his power.

Now, as a feared serpent, his tail drags throughout South America and awakens in his allies all
forms and feelings of power, authority and oppression.

The red dragon wants to destroy the re-emergence of the New Humanity at once. Therefore, as his
time shortens, he uses all allies to satisfy his ambition and pleasure.

But the dragon does not know that there is something that blinds him completely and leaves
him lost, to the point of leaving him aimless, and this is group prayer from the heart, because it is
such an invisible and subtle tool that, little by little, corners him and leaves him without action and
without a way out.

The dragon fears the powerful feeling of prayer, because out of nowhere his sinister and perverted
plans fall, becoming destroyed by the angels of the nations. 

Thus, in South America, a battlefield has been established, because the dragon came to tread these
sacred lands while in the North of this continent the door was opened for him by some, and these
were his allies.

Now that everything is at stake, the Woman Clothed with the Sun summons and calls Her children
so that, together with Her, they may run to the deserts and take refuge beneath the sacred spirit of
the Sites. From there, everyone will be able to accompany the situation of the nations and will be
more protected.

The Woman Clothed with the Sun is pregnant. But, as She is ready to give birth, Her Son runs the
risk of being captured. Therefore, the Woman of the Sun escapes to the desert so that what is new
and coming may not be found. 

The dragon is furious and destroys, with his passing, all thoughts, feelings and all peoples, and
manages with his craft to put all against one another, brothers against brothers. 

Therefore, the Woman Clothed with the Sun calls Her children to the deserts so that they also may
escape and be free from all that will happen before the dragon arrives.
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But he will be defeated by fasting and prayer. This is why you must not give him any kind of
spiritual, mental or material food.

Close all doors to him. Blind him with the light of prayer and in a short time he will faint. He will
die because he will no longer have nourishment nor motive, and that is when Saint Michael
Archangel with all of his hosts will defeat him and again throw him into the abyss. 

And all the allies of the red dragon will also feel it. Some will lose their reason and meaning. Others
will go into exile because everything will come to light, but others will lose all the power and
willpower they believed they had in their hands and in their cold hearts.

The Woman will leave the desert again with Her new Son in Her arms, and the sun will rise as the
new Aurora and the seven seals will close a history.

The redemption of the Americas will be a victory.

I thank you for responding to My call.

Who blesses you,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


